but self-evaluation during audience-directed performance could distract from ongoing 7 execution 3 . It remains unknown how animals switch between practice and performance 8 modes, and how evaluation systems process errors across distinct performance contexts. 9 We recorded from striatal-projecting dopamine (DA) neurons as male songbirds 10 transitioned from singing alone to singing female-directed courtship song. In the presence 11 of the female, singing-related performance error signals were reduced or gated off and DA 12 neurons were instead phasically activated by female vocalizations. Mesostriatal DA 13 neurons can thus dynamically change their tuning with changes in social context. 14 When a male zebra finch sings its courtship song to a female of interest, song is highly 15 stereotyped and tonic levels of dopamine (DA) are increased in Area X, a vocal motor basal 16 ganglia nucleus capable of regulating song variability 4-8 . Yet when males practice alone, song is 17 highly variable and tonic DA levels are decreased in Area X 4, 9 . Blockade or disruption of striatal 18 DA signaling eliminates the social context-dependent transition between 'practice' and female-19
47
sided Wilcoxon signed rank tests). Tonic DA discharge patterns during non-singing periods were 48 also not substantially affected (Extended Data Fig. 1 ). Thus previously reported increases in 49 striatal DA levels and associated reduction in courtship song variability [4] [5] [6] [7] 12 are unlikely to be 50 caused by changes in DA spiking activity, suggesting a role for spiking-independent regulation 51 of DA release or re-uptake at striatal synapses [24] [25] [26] . 52 To test how the transition to female-directed song affects phasic error signals, we 53 recorded neuronal responses to syllable-targeted DAF 17, 22, 23 as males sang alone and to a 54 female. DAF, though not generally aversive 27 , induces a perceived vocal error on distorted 55 renditions such that undistorted renditions are reinforced 22, 23 by phasic DA signals [14] [15] [16] . 56 Consistent with past work 17 , VTAx neurons recorded during undirected singing exhibited phasic 57 error signals characterized by suppressions following distortions and phasic activations at the 58 precise moment of the song when a predicted distortion did not occur (significant error response 59 in 7/8 VTAx neurons, Methods). Significant suppressions followed DAF onset with a latency of 60 63±14 ms, lasted 67±21 ms, and resulted on average in a 55±16% reduction in firing rate 61 (significant suppressions observed in 6/7 VTAerror neurons, Methods). Significant phasic 62 activations mirrored phasic suppressions: they followed undistorted target onsets with a latency 63 of 46±25 ms, lasted 64±14 ms, and resulted on average in a 37±10% increase in firing rate 64 (significant activations observed in 6/7 VTAerror neurons, Methods) ( Fig. 3 The authors declare no competing financial interest. Fig. 1 ). 
